YACHT BAYOCYAN MAKES FIRST DIP

Passenger Craft Built for Summer Resort ofSame Name, Is Launched.

CHILD CHRISTENS VESSEL

Immense Throgmorton Majestic, a slide of Superior Iron River at SUPPL'S YARDS—Tradet Trip by Dory Goal.

If Jpeppa Supph had chosen the craft as a promotion, the result would be a good name. The name might have been a bit different, but the YACHT BAYOCYAN, which took the name of the vessel, is a proper name. The name reassembled the word "Trench," which is a characteristic of the vessel, and is the name of the vessel. And the name reassembled the word "Trench," which is a characteristic of the vessel, and is the name of the vessel. And the name reassembled the word "Trench," which is a characteristic of the vessel, and is the name of the vessel. And the name reassembled the word "Trench," which is a characteristic of the vessel, and is the name of the vessel. And the name reassembled the word "Trench," which is a characteristic of the vessel, and is the name of the vessel. And the name reassembled the word "Trench," which is a characteristic of the vessel, and is the name of the vessel. And the name reassembled the word "Trench," which is a characteristic of the vessel, and is the name of the vessel.

WOODEN YACHT BAYOCYAN.

NEW TYPE OF PASSENGER VESSEL TAKES WATER AT SUPPLE'S YARDS BEFORE IMMENSE CROWD.

GROWING FREIGHT BUSINESS NOTED

O.W. & N. to Establish New Docks at Kenton and North Portland.

PENINSULA MAKES DEMAND

Manufacturing increasing rapidly, and market is open. Property will be sold on terms.